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1. Philosophy being nothing else but the study of wisdom and truth, it may with reason be expected that those who

have spent most time and pains in it should enjoy a greater calm and serenity of mind, a greater clearness and

evidence of knowledge, and be less disturbed with doubts and difficulties than other men. Yet so it is, we see the

illiterate bulk of mankind that walk the high road of plain common sense, and are governed by the dictates of nature,

for the most part easy and undisturbed. To them nothing that is familiar appears unaccountable or difficult to

comprehend. They complain not of any want of evidence in their senses, and are out of all danger of becoming

skeptics. But no sooner do we depart from sense and instinct to follow the light of a superior principle, to reason,

meditate, and reflect on the nature of things, but a thousand scruples spring up in our minds concerning those things

which before we seemed fully to comprehend. Prejudices and errors of sense do from all parts discover themselves to

our view; and, endeavoring to correct these by reason, we are insensibly drawn into uncouth paradoxes, difficulties,

and inconsistencies, which multiply and grow upon us as we advance in speculation, till at length, having wandered

through many intricate mazes, we find ourselves just where we were, or, which is worse, sit down in a forlorn

skepticism. 

2. The cause of this is thought to be the obscurity of things, or the natural weakness and imperfection of our

understandings. It is said the faculties we have are few, and those designed by nature for the support and comfort of

life, and not to penetrate into the inward essence and constitution of things. Besides, the mind of man being finite,

when it treats of things which partake of infinity, it is not to be wondered at if it run into absurdities and

contradictions, out of which it is impossible it should ever extricate itself, it being of the nature of infinity not to be

comprehended by that which is finite. 

3. But, perhaps, we may be too partial to ourselves in placing the fault originally in our faculties, and not rather in the

wrong use we make of them. It is a hard thing to suppose that right deductions from true principles should ever end

in consequences which cannot be maintained or made consistent. We should believe that God has dealt more

bountifully with the sons of men than to give them a strong desire for that knowledge which he had placed quite out

of their reach. This were not agreeable to the wonted indulgent methods of providence which, whatever appetites it

may have implanted in the creatures, does usually furnish them with such means as, if rightly made use of, will not

fail to satisfy them. Upon the whole, I am inclined to think that the far greater part, if not all, of those difficulties

which have hitherto amused philosophers and blocked up the way to knowledge, are entirely owing to ourselves--

that we have first raised a dust and then complain we cannot see. 

81. ...I own, indeed, that those who pretend to the faculty of framing abstract general ideas do talk as if they had such

an idea, which is, say they, the most abstract and general notion of all; that is, to me, the most incomprehensible of

all others. That there are a great variety of spirits of different orders and capacities, whose faculties both in number

and extent are far exceeding those the Author of my being has bestowed on me, I see no reason to deny. And for me

to pretend to determine by my own few, stinted narrow inlets of perception, what ideas the inexhaustible power of

the supreme spirit may imprint upon them were certainly the utmost folly and presumption- since there may be, for

aught that I know, innumerable sorts of ideas or sensations, as different from one another, and from all that I have

perceived, as colors are from sounds. But, how ready soever I may be to acknowledge the scantiness of my

comprehension with regard to the endless variety of spirits and ideas that may possibly exist, yet for any one to

pretend to a notion of entity or existence, abstracted from spirit and idea, from perceived and being perceived, is, I

suspect, a downright repugnancy and trifling with words.


